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Reverend Mike Long
Chair Date: 18 JUN 2018
Shelter's Big Conversation
Shelter
88 Old Street
London EC1V 9HU

Dear Reverend Long,

CIA response to Shelters Big Conversation

On behalf of the Mayor, I welcome the opportunity to respond to Shelter's 'Big Conversation'
review of social housing. I have enclosed a detailed response that touches on many of the themes
in the questions underpinning the review.

The Mayor believes that London's housing crisis is the biggest threat to the capital's future, and
addressing the crisis is a central part of his vision of a city for all Londoners.

Social housing in particular has been neglected over recent decades, as the impact of Right to
Buy, lack of investment and limited supply has coritributed to the loss of social housing across the
capital. The consequences of cuts to local authority budgets, welfare reform and a diminishing
housing stock from which to allocate homes means that many of those who are in need of housing
simply aren't receiving it. At the same time, as the fire at Grenfell Tower showed, some residents
in social housing feel they have had their voices ignored and have been left out of decision
making about their homes.

It doesn't have to be like this. With the right approach, and with government at all levels stepping
up to play their part, we could fix the housing crisis. We could make sure that every Londoner has
access to a high quality and safe home that they can afford. In particular, the Mayor wants to
boost the supply of housing at social rent levels, to provide for Londoners who are most in need.

This will take a step change in investment from national Government, and a radical boost to the
powers available to City Hall and London's councils to get homes built. This will help us to boost
the supply of all types of homes, but most importantly those for social rent and other tenures that
are genuinely affordable to Londoners.
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The Mayor is also clear that residents of social housing must be at the heart of decision making by
councils and housing associations. It must be easier for residents to make complaints to the
Ombudsman about their housing, and the Social Housing Regulator must take action more swiftly.
The Mayor wants the Government to introduce a Commissioner for Social Housing Residents —
who should themselves be a social housing tenant — to act as a watchdog and to champion their
interests.

City Hall is doing all it can with the powers and resources available to it, but there is more to be
done. We have started making progress in the past two years, starting over 12,500 genuinely
affordable homes in the past year alone. Crucially, this figure includes thousands of homes based
on social rent levels. The Mayor has been clear that in order to see a true step change in tackling
the housing crisis, national government needs to play its part too.

Should you wish to organise a meeting to discuss this in more detail, I would be more than happy
to discuss it with you. Please contact Tom Gill, Policy Officer, alMeloncian.gasutk) with any
further correspondence relating to this consultation.

Yours sincerely,

James Murray
Deputy Mayor for Housing and Residential Development
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MAYOR OF LONDON

Shelter's 'Big Conversation'
Response from the Mayor of London

1. About the Mayor of London and Greater London Authority

The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, is responsible for strategic housing policy and affordable
housing investment in London.

The Greater London Authority (GLA) is the top-tier administrative body for Greater London,
consisting of a directly-elected executive Mayor of London, and the London Assembly, made
up of 25 elected members with scrutiny powers. Housing delivery was devolved to the CIA in
2012 and since then the Mayor has taken direct control of funding for affordable housing.
Since taking office the Mayor has negotiated over E4.8bn to spend in London from the
Government's Affordable Homes Programme through to 2022. This has begun to be invested in
affordable housing across the city, and the Mayor has managed to secure the flexibility to
invest in new homes based on social rent levels. The Mayor's approach has already been paying
dividends: in the financial year 2017/18, 12,526 homes were started across London, more than
in any year since powers for housing delivery were devolved to London.

Two of the most important statutory documents the Mayor produces are the London Housing
Strategy and the London Plan. These documents set out in more detail the steps the Mayor is
taking to build more affordable housing in London, with the latter setting out how this interacts
with other priorities such as the environment, transport, and economic development.

The GLA is the lead agency for the delivery of the London Housing Strategy. Through the
Homes for Londoners Board, the Mayor has also brought together other agencies and
organisations that have important roles to play — including London's councils (see below),
housing associations, Transport for London (TfL), and the development industry.

London's councils play a central role in tackling the housing crisis and, since he took office, the
Mayor has established a close and cooperative working relationship with them. The GLA Act
1999 specifies that councils' statements of local housing policies must be in general conformity
with the London Housing Strategy.

London has an acute housing crisis that is ultimately caused by a severe shortage of homes,
particularly genuinely affordable homes. As of 2017, there were 394,000 local authority-owned
dwellings and 407,000 housing association dwellings in London'. This represents around a fifth
of all local authority and housing association stock in England, but the number of local
authority dwellings has lowered significantly in the past 15 years, down from 515,000 in 2002.2
It is in this context that the Mayor is submitting this response.

' DCLG Live Tables 115 and 116
2 ibid
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MAYOR OF LONDON

2. The Mayor's vision and priorities

The Mayor believes that social housing forms the foundation of London as a mixed city. With a

growing number of jobs in recent years putting greater pressure on housing, social housing is

more central than ever to the Mayor's vision of a city for all Londoners, in which all Londoners

can play their part in the city's economy and society. Social housing helps to underpin London's

unique status as a world city and economic powerhouse that is proud to be home to people

from all backgrounds and incomes.

Having grown up on a council estate, the Mayor is aware of the crucial role that social housing

can play in supporting Londoners. Building more homes based on social rent levels is a key part

of the Mayor's approach to tackling the housing crisis. He is determined that City Hall, along

with other partners, must work together to do so.

aehning_(s_osiailiousingi

The Mayor is clear that, at the very least, social housing should act as a safety net for those in

the greatest housing need, such as people who are homeless and those on low incomes. Homes

based on social rent levels are the homes for which there is the greatest need in London', and

the Mayor is determined that supply of these homes is increased dramatically in the years to

come. This must be the priority for any new funding the Mayor is able to secure. However, if a

sustained higher level of funding was available over a longer time period, and the supply of

social housing substantially increased, investment could also support social housing to help
more Londoners on middle incomes, particularly those stuck in the private rented sector.

In the present-day context, this response will treat 'social housing' as referring to homes based
on social rent levels for those on low incomes. This sits within 'affordable housing', which is an

umbrella term for all housing that is sub-market (i.e. sold or rented at a cheaper price than

would be the case through the market). The Mayor will support new affordable homes that:

• are genuinely affordable for Londoners on both low and middle incomes;
• are available both to rent and to buy, meeting different housing needs and income

levels; and
• are built by a range of organisations, including housing associations, community-led

organisations, councils, and the private sector.

The Mayor does not believe that all housing which is, or has recently been, promoted as
'affordable' is within reach of Londoners who need it. This is discussed in more detail in the

following section.

The Mayor's vision

Social housing plays a vital role in supporting Londoners on low incomes who are unable to

access the private market. Many Londoners on low incomes play a crucial role in the success of
the capital's businesses and public services, yet are the most disadvantaged by the rising living

costs associated with that same success. A recent report estimated that around one third of

3 Greater London Authority, 2017 Strategic Housing Market Assessment, November 2017
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MAYOR OF LONDON

London's shift workers, such as those working in caring professions and cleaners, as well as
'blue-light' workers, such as police and ambulance drivers, currently live in London's social
housing.' A shortage of affordable housing has also been linked to difficulties in recruiting and
retaining public sector workers.'

Notwithstanding the need for a range of affordable housing, the overwhelming need in London
is for homes on very low rents. The 2017 London Strategic Housing Market Assessment
(SHMA)6 indicates that to meet London's needs, substantially more affordable housing should
be built, of which over two thirds should be based on social rent levels. The Mayor is making
full use of available funding to build genuinely affordable homes to rent and buy, but he
believes that significantly more funding is required to help meet the shortfall (see section 4). In
particular, he is clear that further funding should be balanced towards delivering new homes
based on social rent levels, in line with need.

The fact that London needs a diverse range of affordable housing options makes it even more
important that clear rules are put in place to ensure that each type is genuinely affordable to
the Londoners it is aimed at. The Mayor believes that all types of social or affordable housing
should be sub-market and should remain affordable in perpetuity (with provision made to
recycle any subsidy and reinvest it elsewhere if homes are sold). However, he does not agree
that some 'affordable' products are genuinely affordable; for example, he does not consider 80
per cent of market rents — the national limit for 'Affordable Rent' — to be genuinely affordable
to Londoners on low incomes in most parts of London.

The Mayor believes that new affordable homes must be demonstrably affordable to the group
of Londoners they are aimed at:

• for those on low incomes, the Mayor supports homes based on social rent levels (either
social rent or London Affordable Rent);

• for those on middle incomes who do not have enough savings to access mainstream or
low-cost home ownership, the Mayor's preferred type of 'intermediate rented' housing
is London Living Rent, which he supports along with homes at other rent levels as long
as they are affordable to those whose household incomes fall under £60,000 per year;
and

• for low cost home ownership, the Mayor's preferred housing type is shared ownership,
which allows London households earning an average of f41,0007 an opportunity to
purchase a share in a new home and pay a low rent on the remaining, unsold, share. He
also supports other types of low cost home to buy as long as they are affordable to
those whose household incomes fall under £90,000 per year.

The Mayor believes that many of the housing issues faced by Londoners are a direct result of a
lack of supply of affordable housing in recent years. The lack of new affordable homes,

4 Peabody, CBI and CEBR, 'The Business Case for Affordable Housing', 2016
s LCCI, 'Living on the edge — housing London's blue light emergency services', 2016
6 Greater London Authority, 2017 Strategic Housing Market Assessment, November 2017
7 GLA analysis of CORE shared ownership sales data, 2015/16
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MAYOR OF LONDON

increased pressure on affordability across the capital, and the continued sale of homes through
the Right to Buy has contributed to increased housing need across the city. This has led to
several knock-on effects, including increased homelessness and lower levels of home
ownership. The Mayor wants to see a city where a broad range of Londoners have access to
high quality and safe housing that they can afford and is available when they need it.

Beceil_p_olLy and current situation 

A series of decisions made by national Government in the last few years has had a negative
impact on social housing in London:

• the decision of the coalition Government to dramatically cut spending on affordable
housing has reduced investment in new social housing, accompanied by a shift away
from building low cost rent housing in favour of more expensive types of affordable
housing;

• housing associations have been forced to rely more on market sales to plug the subsidy
gap created by lower grant per unit rates. This has made them more pro-cyclical, which
has wider implications for the housing market;

• the weakening of the definition of affordable housing, in particular the introduction of
Affordable Rent at up to 80 per cent of market rents and Starter Homes, has failed to
help meet Londoners' needs and has damaged public perceptions of what 'affordable'
really means; and

• various policy proposals have created uncertainty and risk that have threatened existing
social housing and damaged investment in new stock. These include: abandoning the
10-year rent settlement for housing associations and councils; proposals to force
councils to sell their homes in higher-value areas; introduction of 'Pay to Stay', the
'bedroom tax' and the Total Benefit Cap; and extending the Right to Buy to housing
associations.

In addition, a great missed opportunity in recent years has been the failure to allow councils to
take full advantage of self-financing. The principles behind the devolution of Housing Revenue
Accounts (HRAs) are sound, but unfortunately the arbitrary borrowing limits placed on councils
mean that the potential benefits of self-financing are yet to be realised. If London is to reach
its challenging housing targets, and particularly to build more homes based on social rent levels,
increased delivery from all partners, including local authorities, will be required.
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MAYOR OF LONDON

3. Allocations and affordability

Social housing is a vital resource to Londoners, but the falling number of social rented units in
recent years has provided a challenge to authorities, who are increasingly forced to ration their
housing stock for those most in need. This means that social housing has become increasingly
residualised and available only to those who are only at the sharpest end of need.

The role of social rented housing

Social rented housing plays a crucial role in providing stable, decent housing for those whose
needs are not readily met by the market. It is a safety net both for those who can't afford
market housing and those who are in need of some form of support, through, for example, age
or vulnerability.

The Mayor believes that the role of social housing is more than simply that of providing shelter.
Social housing is an essential part of London's mixed and balanced communities. The Mayor
believes that investing in bricks and mortar buildings, rather than funding demand-side
subsidies, provides better affordable housing for Londoners, and is better value for money for
Government in the long term.

Affordable housing need 

The worsening shortage of housing in London has resulted in prices and rents rising rapidly,
with more than a quarter of Londoners living in poverty once housing costs are taken into
account. The 2017 SHMA, published alongside the draft London Plan, found that London now
needs 66,000 new homes a year, of which around 65 per cent should be affordable to fully
meet needs, the majority of which should be based on social rent levels.'

The concept of affordable housing need covers households in a wide range of circumstances.
Those in the most acute need include rough sleepers, homeless households living in temporary

accommodation, people at imminent risk of homelessness, overcrowded households, and those

who urgently need to move to accommodation more suited to their needs (for example due to a

disability). Within some of these categories there are gradations of need, for example severely

overcrowded families should be considered in greater need. Many of these households would

benefit from increased social housing specifically, rather than intermediate housing products.

For this group, the Mayor funds social rent, as well as London Affordable Rent (LAR) homes.

LAR sets caps based on social rent levels for Affordable Rent homes; it has been specifically

designed by the Mayor to allow national funding which is only available for Affordable Rent to

be used by him to deliver homes based on social rent levels.

The Mayor also funds London Shared Ownership (LSO), a product for first-time buyers who are

unable to buy on the open market, but who want to get on the housing ladder. LSO is similar to

national shared ownership products, but with extra assurances over service charges. It is a part

rent, part buy product, where individuals buy a share of a home and pay rent on the remaining

unsold share.

8 Greater London Authority, 2017 Strategic Housing Market Assessment, November 2017
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The Mayor recognises that there are many Londoners, generally living in the private rented

sector, who want to buy a home but are unable to afford even LSO due to high prices and/or

high deposit requirements. The Mayor therefore created a new rental product, London Living

Rent (LLR), upon taking office. Here rents are based at one third of local earnings, calculated at

ward level. London Living Rent helps middle income earners by providing them with an

affordable home whilst they are saving money to get onto the housing ladder. When funded

through the Mayor's programme, London Living Rent homes are, in line with his agreement

with Government, able to be converted to shared ownership over time, meaning people can

remain in the same home they have been renting.

Improving access to social housing

The Mayor is clear that boroughs are best placed to decide their allocations policies, based on

local need and in line with national legislation. The biggest issue that authorities face when

allocating social housing is a decreasing number of lets in recent years resulting from Right to

Buy, insufficient new supply, and slow turnover. This has meant that some who should be

receiving social housing currently are not, and others are in properties that are too small or

otherwise unsuitable to meet their needs.

The current system of allocations for social housing remains a reasonably objective means of

allocating scarce housing. Only assessing need at the point of allocation (rather than on an

ongoing basis) has had a positive effect in creating stable communities. However, it has also

contributed to a situation where eight per cent of social properties are under-occupied in

London', which, if re-let, could help families currently living in overcrowded homes. The Mayor

strongly opposes the 'Bedroom Tax' but is keen to work with Government and councils to

develop alternative and effective approaches to encouraging social tenants to downsize. The

Mayor's Seaside and Country Homes scheme helps around 150 households to move from

London each year to bungalows or flats in desirable seaside and countryside locations, but

Government could improve the situation by giving local authorities far more freedom to
prioritise under-occupiers within their allocations schemes.1°

Once in social housing, national welfare reforms can make it harder for some households to

sustain a tenancy, or to move to a home better suited to their needs. In addition, vulnerable

households can experience more difficulties sustaining tenancies, but the evidence suggests

that appropriate support (for example through tenancy sustainment teams) can significantly

improve sustainment rates.' Unfortunately, this type of support is severely under-funded and

increasingly scarce.

9 Greater London Authority, 2017 Strategic Housing Market Assessment, November 2017
'° Currently, local authorities may be challenged for giving downsizers priority in allocation schemes if it exceeds
that given to those in 'reasonable preference' groups (which currently includes those who have experienced
homelessness, those in overcrowding, and those who need to move for medical or welfare reasons). Government
could change the law so that downsizers are also given 'reasonable preference'.
" Crisis, The Homelessness Monitor: England 2018, April 2018
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4. Building more affordable homes

Level of supply needed

Affordability of social housing is currently ensured through a mix of supply-side and demand-
side subsidies, with demand-side subsidies such as Housing Benefit currently far greater than
supply-side subsidies in the form of affordable housing grant. Cuts that have already been
made to Housing Benefit, and those that are still to come, reduce the ability of many low-
income and vulnerable people to afford suitable housing. These cuts are regressive and should
be urgently reviewed.

In the longer term, a significant increase in capital investment in social housing is required to
meet existing and newly arising needs. The draft London Plan includes a capacity target for
total supply of 65,000 homes a year between 2019/20 and 2028/29. This was based on
evidence from the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) and the SHMA. The
2017 SHMA estimated that to accommodate household growth, affordability issues, and a
backlog of unmet need, two-thirds of the new homes should be affordable, and within the
affordable category, three-quarters should be homes based on social rent levels. The Mayor's
draft London Plan therefore sets an ambitious strategic target for 50 per cent of all new homes
delivered across London to be affordable, which represents a step change compared to the
pipeline of planning permissions inherited from the previous Mayor, under who affordable
housing had hit a low of just 13 per cent of homes given planning permission.'

The Mayor strongly believes that the best way to solve London's housing crisis is to invest in
bricks and mortar housing in the long term, rather than through demand-side subsidies. He is
clear that the only way to accommodate London's sustainable growth in the long term is to
increase the supply of all types of housing, whilst retaining London's green spaces and
maintaining a commitment to protect the Green Belt.

Priorities during the Mayor's first two years

The Mayor is clear that building the number of homes that Londoners need, particularly far
more social rented and other genuinely affordable homes, will require a step change from
national Government in terms of the funding and powers available. Whilst firmly making the
case for greater resources, devolution, and legislative reform, the Mayor has also begun to do
all he can with his existing powers and resources to make a difference to as many Londoners as
possible and to show what is possible to increase affordable housing delivery.

To make full use of his planning powers, the Mayor has overhauled London's approach to
affordable housing planning policy since taking office, by introducing a new minimum threshold
for affordable housing that introduces more certainty for developers and that boosts the
proportion of affordable homes. The pioneering threshold approach works by providing a Fast
Track Route through the planning system for developments that provide at least 35 per cent
affordable homes without public subsidy, while making schemes that do not meet the threshold
subject to a detailed viability analysis. The threshold figure rises to SO per cent on sites
including public land.

" 2014/15
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The reaction from industry so far suggests developers are comfortable with this approach, with

a recent Savills report highlighting that the Mayor's clear stance has led to 35 per cent

affordable housing being factored into land values.

The Mayor has also been making full use of the f4.82bn affordable housing investment he has

secured from Government, to support a target of 116,000 new genuinely affordable homes

being starting by 2022, including thousands of homes based on social rent. The Mayor has

already made progress in delivering these homes, with a record 12,526 homes started in

2017/18. This represents the largest number of starts since the powers for delivering housing

were devolved to London in 2012. It also includes 2,826 homes based on social rent levels —

more than in the previous four years combined, and up from zero when he became Mayor.

In addition to making full use of his planning and investment powers, the Mayor is also

refocusing City Hall resources towards a more proactive and interventionist approach to

bringing land forward for homes. The capacity and skills of City Hall's Homes for Londoners

team is being expanded towards a more hands-on approach to getting development going than

was the case under previous administrations. With a greater focus on brokering deals on the

ground, this new approach will enable the Mayor to intervene directly, or to support councils,

housing associations and developers to do so, where land is suitable for new housing but is not

coming forward for development.

The Mayor has allocated an initial £250 million to his Land Fund to support this approach, a
portion of which has already been used to acquire 18 acres of the St Ann's Hospital site in

Haringey from the Barnet, Enfield and Haringey NHS Trust. The GLA, working with the

community-led St Ann's Redevelopment Trust and Haringey Council, will seek a development

partner through the new London Development Panel to deliver a scheme that increases the

total number of homes from 470 to around 800, and sees the proportion of affordable homes

rise from 14 per cent under the existing planning consent to at least 50 per cent. The receipt

from the acquisition will enable the Trust to build a much-needed new clinical facility on the

land it is retaining.

Priorities for greater powers and resources

Whilst the Mayor is making full use of his existing powers and resources to build as many new

social rented and other genuinely affordable homes as possible, he is clear that devolution and

legislative reform by Government is needed to underpin a true step change in delivery. The
Mayor, alongside a broad alliance of London councils, business representatives, charities,

community groups, and others, is therefore calling for a series of changes that would help

empower London in tackling its housing crisis. The three main priorities are set out below:
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(1) Powers to secure land for new homes

Fundamentally, the models and statutory powers relied upon to bring forward strategic land
opportunities are wholly inadequate when compared with the scale of the housing crisis we
face.

To support a true step change in affordable homebuilding, the Mayor is calling for:

a. Stronger Mayoral powers over publicly-owned land earmarked for new homes,
particularly land currently held by central Government departments and agencies, and
reform of the rules governing how this land can be used.

b. Radical reform of land assembly rules, including the reform of compulsory purchase
powers and the introduction of new land assembly mechanisms and resources to
support them. This will ensure both that land earmarked for new homes comes forward
for development quickly and efficiently, and that more value can be captured and
reinvested in infrastructure and genuinely affordable homes.

c. A long-term commitment to ensuring the taxation of land is more progressive, and
that it incentivises landowners to make better use of scarce land and build out planning
permissions more quickly.

(2) Funding affordable homes and infrastructure

London lacks the necessary resources to build all the affordable homes it needs, as well as the
investment to provide the infrastructure that will ultimately enable a step change in housing
delivery. London is currently reliant on negotiating periodic deals with central Government on
terms that tend to change with each iteration. Likewise, investment in infrastructure often relies
on significant contributions from developments through planning agreements. Bringing forward
more land for housing, and doing so more quickly, will require far greater upfront investment in
housing-led infrastructure than is currently the case.

The Mayor is calling for:

a. A commitment to negotiating a substantial and long-term post-2022 affordable
housing funding settlement that can provide certainty for a significant expansion in
delivery of affordable homes. To meet London's housing need, as set out in the draft
London Plan, London needs at least E2.7bn of affordable homes funding a year — four
times more than it currently receives from central Government.

b. Enhanced revenue funding for supported housing to enable the development of new
homes for Londoners with support needs.

c. Far higher levels of investment in infrastructure to support new homes, building on
recent allocations of Housing Infrastructure Fund to London. Having these allocations
available in one single, flexible pot is also crucial to ensure that the Mayor has maximum
flexibility to unlock development opportunities, sensitive to the requirements of new
housing in London rather than national Whitehall programmes.
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d. A commitment to explore further fiscal devolution, building on devolution of

Business Rates. For example, Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) receipts from residential

property transactions in London have totalled £3bn in the last two tax years, more than
the estimated level of Affordable Homes Programme funding required annually.

(3) Transforming homebuilding with municipal government empowered to deliver

London's housing needs will not be met without concerted intervention by governments at all

levels. Municipal homebuilding provided nearly two-thirds of London's new homes during the

1960s and 70s. Today, many local authorities have active council homebuilding programmes,

but they are severely limited in how far they can go by an array of top-down regulations and

financial constraints.

Similarly, City Hall lacks the powers required to lead a city-wide municipal homebuilding

programme — such as a large and flexible budget and access to borrowing, and powers to
acquire land near existing values — which may ultimately be required.

The Mayor wants to help local authorities to start building homes again, which is why last

month he launched his Building Council Homes for Londoners funding prospectus, allowing

councils the opportunity to bid for a share of the £1.67bn recently secured from Government.

This funding, combined with expertise from specialists at City Hall and across the sector, aims

to help local authorities across the city start delivering 10,000 council homes in the next four

years. As the first-ever City Hall programme dedicated to building council housing, it signals
the Mayor's intent to ensure that.more homes at social rent levels are built and that councils

taking a lead in doing so. Initial reaction to the funding prospectus has been very positive, with

agreements made with two London boroughs already.

However, to go much further and truly transform homebuilding in the capital, the Mayor is

calling for:

a. The immediate removal of rules that limit council homebuilding, including restrictions

on Housing Revenue Account borrowing and the reinvestment of Right to Buy receipts.

This includes lifting the cap on the percentage of total development costs of
replacement homes which can be covered by Right to Buy receipts.

b. Recognition of, and action to address, the lack of resources and capacity within council

planning and housing departments, which must go beyond minor increases in

planning fees.

c. Agreement to devolve planning powers to enable the Mayor to determine more of

London's planning policy framework, ensuring this is implemented at the local level and
in individual planning applications.

d. Certainty for EU nationals working in London's construction sector in the face of the
UK's exit from the European Union, and agreement to devolve the full range of skills
funding to London government so it can develop a joined-up strategy for addressing

the construction skills shortage.
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e. A commitment to work with London government to explore the long-term potential for
a London-wide municipal homebuilding programme to address the capital's
chronic shortage of homes.

5. Conditions and design

The condition of much of London's housing stock has undoubtedly improved in recent years,
with the proportion of overall housing stock failing the official Decent Homes standard falling
from 37 per cent in 2006 to 16 per cent in 2015, and improvements being made in energy
efficiency'. The number of social rented homes in London that do not meet the Decent Homes
standard has fallen from 260,300 in 2005 to 48,600 in 2017. But while our dwelling stock has
benefitted from a lot of investment, there remain some fundamental problems of poor energy
efficiency and accessibility among the large proportion of homes built before the Second World
War. Compared to other world cities, London's housing stock is older, less energy efficient, and
more difficult to access for those with mobility problems.

The fire at Grenfell Tower last year has led social landlords to urgently review the quality,
design, and condition of their housing stock. First and foremost, this means removing unsafe
cladding from tower blocks. The Mayor welcomes the Government's announcement that it will
help fund remedial work in the social sector, which will help to ensure that the costs of
remediation do not have a detrimental impact on housing delivery and existing stock
maintenance. However, Grenfell has triggered a much broader scope of works than just
cladding remediation and this work will not be covered by Government funding. It includes
tackling breaches of compartmentation, installing automatic fire suppression systems and
replacing faulty fire doors. The Mayor urges social landlords to take all necessary action to
ensure their tenants are safe.

Addressing the housing crisis in London will mean building at higher densities across both the
social and private sector, which in some cases may mean the delivery of tall buildings. Ensuring
these buildings are designed safely is essential to ensure Londoners have confidence in high-
rise living. The Government should publish its implementation plans urgently in response to
Dame Judith Hackitt's review of building regulations. In his draft London Plan, the Mayor has
said that all new buildings should have the highest standard of fire safety.

More broadly, the Mayor will also be publishing detailed housing design supplementary
planning guidance (SPG) which will help developers to produce well-designed, high quality
housing at greater densities across the city.

The Mayor plans to make London a zero-carbon city by 2050. The Mayor's draft London Plan
sets out plans to use the Mayor's spatial planning powers to build zero carbon homes and
commercial buildings in London. The Mayor also has plans to retrofit more of London's homes
with energy efficiency measures and cut fuel poverty. The draft London Plan also includes
policies to drive up solar installations, as well as ongoing support for low carbon heating
solutions, such as replacing inefficient boilers and increasing district heating.

"Greater London Authority, Housing in London 2017, February 2017
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6. Governance and tenant involvement

The Mayor is clear that residents' voices must be at the heart of decision making by councils

and housing associations, and he is concerned that the mechanisms for raising concerns about

their housing do not always work effectively. It is currently unnecessarily complicated for

residents to access the Ombudsman, as they must first make complaints through their landlord,

and if they are not resolved they must take their complaints to the Ombudsman via a

'designated person' (an MP, local councillor, or tenant panel) or wait eight weeks after the end
of the complaints procedure to refer their complaint directly. This process must be streamlined

so that complaints can be heard more quickly. The Mayor also supports the Government's

proposals for introducing a new single housing ombudsman to streamline the redress process

for residents of all tenures.

Similarly, the Social Housing Regulator will only take regulatory action in relation to consumer

issues if the test of 'serious detriment' is met. This sets the bar too high, meaning that vital

issues get insufficient attention. Of the 1,050 consumer standard complaints received by the

HCA in the two financial years to 2016, only 10 resulted in findings of 'serious detriment'. The

Mayor is calling on Government to review the test of 'serious detriment'.

The Mayor is also calling on Government to introduce a Commissioner for Social Housing

Residents — an individual independent of Government with a statutory remit to act as a

watchdog for social housing tenants, leaseholders, and freeholders. Modelled on the Children's

Commissioner for England, the key role of the Commissioner would be to champion the views

and interests of social housing residents, including by making recommendations for future

Government policy. Following consultation with Londoners, the Mayor has further set out that

he believes the Commissioner must themselves be a social housing tenant.

Finally, the Mayor has taken the important step of consulting on a proposal to encourage the
use of ballots on estate regeneration schemes through the adoption of a new GLA funding
condition. The Mayor's objective in introducing a requirement for ballots is to ensure that,

where his funding supports plans for estate regeneration involving the demolition of existing

homes, social tenants, resident leaseholders and freeholders, and other residents on the estate

in need of social housing, have a clear say over whether the plans should proceed.
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